
CLASS-10 (18/5/20) 
*MATHS 
Do it from attached picture. 

 
 
 
*S.ST. 
History 
Ch-1 The Rise of Nationalism in Europe 
* Define the terms 
1. Nationalism 
2. Nation 
3. Nation states 
4. Monarchy 
5. Sovereign 
 
*HINDI 
* Dahej Pratha Ek Samajik abhishap Vishay per ek nibandh likhiye. Sanket Bindu-Bhumika, Dahej ka prarambh va Vikas, 
Dahej ke  dushparinaam, samadhan, Ladkiyon ko shikshit banana, vyaktigat aur Sarkari Prayas. 
 
*ENGLISH 
Answers of ex-4 (Match it and correct it) 
 
(1)   picked 
(2)   ran 
(3)   closed 
(4)   came 
(5)   fumbled 
(6)   placed 
(7)   shaking 
(8)   lit 
(9)   caught 
(10) blowing 
(11) grown 
 



Exercise-5 
In the following passage, fill in each of the numbered blanks with the correct form of the word given in brackets. Must 
copy the passage, & write in correct serial order the verb or phrase appropriate to the blank space. 
 
Example: 
 
(0)    called 
 
The man (0)__(to call) Boone, (1)__(to wake) up at the crack of dawn and (2)__(to make) his way to the pier. His 
assistant was already (3)__(to pack) the fishing net as the boat gently (4)__(to bob) in the calm waters. 
“What (5)__(to do) it look like Jon?”, (6)__(to ask) Boone. 
“The forecast (7)__(to mention) a quiet start to the day with a spell of rain (8)__(to come) later on in the afternoon.” 
“Well then, let’s set off then as soon as you are done.” 
“Sure. How do you think Mrs. Boone (9)__(to react) to the news once you tell her this evening?” 
“She (10)__(to be) not be happy, but then she always (11)__(to react) that way to any change.” 
“OK – so do you want to put it off by another day?” 
Boone did not answer. 
Jon started the engine and Boone (12)__(to climb) into the boat and cast off the line. The two men (13)__(to nod) to 
each other and then started out. 
NOTE: MUST NOTE DOWN ALL THE ENGLISH EXERCISE GIVEN HERE IN PROPER ENGLISH NOTEBOOK. 


